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Abstract 

The accelerated evolvement of the global community leads to great achievements, but brings with 

it great risks and difficulties. In the aftermath of 9/11, the fragility of the open society and of the 

global village became obvious. Traditional theories, such as classical rationalism, and its major 

implementation, capitalism, do not suit well the objectives of the global community. It is evident 

from the last global crisis that some adjustments should be made. One major direction to this end 

is the sustainability theory and another is critical rationalism. These theories, however, do not 

stand up for themselves because of the lack of modeling. In this paper we present a bounded 

rationality approach that we think can supply theoretical models, which in turn will be able to 

illuminate new paths to follow in the global economy. 
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1. Introduction 

In the modern world economics, politics, and sociology are separated and yet they balance each 

other. Thus the concept of liberty aroused in modernity. The philosopher and social 

anthropologist, the late Ernest Gellner (1980: 285), writes, “The really fundamental trait of 

classical capitalism is that it is a very special kind or of order in that the economic and the 

political seem to be separated to a greater degree than in any other historically known social 

form" 

 In the aftermath of 9/11, the fragility of the open society and of the global market became 

obvious. For this reason, modernists such as mainstream economists Alan Greenspan (2007) and  

Ken Rogoff  (Reinhart and Rogoff 2008) could not address these issues then.  

Other mainstream economists such as Joseph Stiglitz, Amartya Sen, and George Soros, on the 

other hand, proposed, without delay, solutions to resolve the fragility of the Open Society and the 

Global Market.  Stiglitz (2006, 2010) proposed to invest massive sums of money in developing 

countries to expand the markets in those countries and reduce poverty which, he hopes, will 

contribute to the making of a robust Open Society.  

Sen (1999, 2009)), in turn, proposed to consider the capability approach instead of the utility 

approach, which emphasizes the importance of substantive freedom such as the wish to live to 

old age or to participate in economic and political arenas. He also suggests that justice should be 

considered in relation of the status quo and that justification is not absolute as suggested by the 

modernists. Soros (2006) proposes to implement a global currency as a common standard for the 

global community. He hopes that a global currency will prevent massive currency speculation. 

Incidentally he himself made his financial fortune from currency speculations. 

We propose here whether there is an alternative to the type of divided modernity which Gellner 

both defended and mourned. We would like to find a practical and world-friendly alternative 

which may assist influential decision-makers to change existing priorities of the fragile Open 

Society. To that end, we propose a change in the way we perceive our rationality where the 

economic, the political and the social are not divorced from each other. We conclude that such a 

ménage a trois or a multi- level utility function with all the problems that such a union or such a 

utility function may give rise to may be more in line with the globalized world and its problems.  

There are a few possible alternatives, with the help of which, we may spell out our problems and 

change our priorities accordingly. These alternatives will be critically examined here.  
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1. Classical rationalism upon which neoliberal, mainstream  economics of national 

democracies is based (in  section 2) 

2. Critical or skeptical rationalism upon which our (national) democratic principles are based 

(in section 3). 

3. Rationality of sustainability upon which the restoration of the environment is based (in 

section 4). 

4. Bounded rationality that takes into consideration the limitations of decision making 

processes (in section 5). 

 

2. Classical Rationalism 

Mainstream economics or modern economics is based on the psychological principle according 

to which decision makers are on the whole rational. We know that, they say, because decision-

makers prefer more to less (maximization of utility). The question is, to what extent is this 

behavior justified and ethical? 

The ethics of modern free market economics is the theory of classical rationalism according to 

which individuals are rational on the whole since they fulfill the three rationality assumptions 

(Savage 1954). They prefer more to less (1
st
 assumption), they   know to ignore or set aside their 

wishes and beliefs during a decision-making process (2
nd

 assumption), and their logical 

mechanisms enable them  to choose the optimal solution (3
rd

 assumption) .  

Adam Smith, in his well known claim, gives practical content to this justification. He says, “In a 

system of free exchange between individuals, it will inevitably account that resources and skills 

will be put to those uses which bring the maximum benefit to the community.” 

However in times of crises and strong fluctuations, such as during the Great Depression or the 

Global Financial Crises which Stiglitz terms, the Great Recession, the defenders of the free 

market working with minimum regulation run to the regulators for solutions and for changing 

priorities in order to find funds to finance the solutions. The task of regulators is to interfere in 

the free markets and redistribute income in such a way that the crisis is controlled before the 

markets with no intervention, either calm down or go downhill. For example, regulators may 

propose regulations for increasing taxes on high rates of profits or on high salaries in order to 

reduce the rate of unemployment, or to give massive help to those most hardly affected hoping 

that the solutions (controls, grants) will put the market back to balance.  
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In times of so called smooth sailing, the economy concentrates on economic indicators 

(parameters) of productivity, utility, profits, wealth, etc., However in times of crisis, during a 

storm, the ugly characteristics of "jungle economy"  suddenly appears. Then, priorities need to be 

changed, and solutions may not be limited to economic issues solely. The question is, “to what 

extent one has dependable information and theoretical support in order to evaluate (or calculate 

or rank) various aspects of the economy, of social life and of the political development. The 

problem is also that in times of crises not only economic indicators such as growth, 

unemployment and wealth are affected but also they interact among themselves and also with the 

political and the social life , more strongly than in times of no crisis. Chaos, then, seems to be 

around the corner.  

Defenders of the free market propose no particular policy or action to stabilize the crisis. They 

say that we have been in crisis in the past and we have been out of it. True, the free market brings 

with it prosperity and technological advancement. But the free market may also erase 

achievements of the past such as pension funds and job security. This backwards turn leads to 

social unrest that may turn into war, both conventional and unconventional. Thus we looked into 

possible alternatives to classical rationalism. 

 

3. Critical Rationalism 

According to this theory originated by Karl Popper (1945, 1963) following WWII and developed 

by his assistants and students  in the social sciences (Jarvie and Agassi, 1987) and in economics 

(Boland, 1997), there is no need to justify actions, measures and policies. Instead, problems are 

as much as possible publically discussed. Actions, measures and policies that may solve or 

resolve the problems may then be critically assessed. Following critical discussions, priorities 

may be set and decisions taken by parliamentary procedures in as many fields as possible, 

economic, social and political and their combination. 

Contrary to classical rationalism and similar to Sen‟s view on justice (that justice should be 

considered to be relative)critical rationalism rejects all efforts at absolute justification in order to 

implement a policy (Agassi 1987). Critical  rationalism is contextual and thus open to changes as 

the context changes, as different problems arise, as new alternatives are available and as priorities 

change or need to be changed along the way. In addition to that, according to critical rationalism, 

changes, policies, actions, decisions are fallible, that is they are open to mistakes. Critical 
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rationalists propose to try to minimize mistakes gradually acknowledging that all mistakes may 

not be eliminated. Instead, they say, one may learn from mistakes and advance or progress while 

eliminating more mistakes on the way. 

It seems that by moving from classical rationalism to critical rationalism, we move away from the 

maximization of utility and justification in an absolute world towards the minimization of 

mistakes and learning from the mistakes in a contextual world. The methodology of critical 

rationalism may be better equipped to solve problems of the XXI century characterized by fast 

changes and fluctuations interacting among themselves almost chaotically. It equips us with the 

option to choose ad-hoc a specific strategy in a given situation. This enables us to integrate 

between the critical rationalism and other theories.  Yet, critical rationalism offers neither a 

blueprint nor a safety net to protect the past achievements of our economics, of our institutions 

and of our society. In times of crisis and high fluctuations, putting our trust on existing 

procedures and criticism does not offer a refuge or an operative methodology. It substitutes the 

faith in the free market with the faith in our existing procedures which we develop continuously. 

 

4. The rationality of sustainability 

In addition to classical rationalists and critical rationalists, there are rationalists and eco-

philosophers (Mishori 2007) for whom the state of the environment, the planet, and its natural 

resources such as clean air, water, oil etc need to be protected just like and sometimes more than 

the wealth of individuals or the prosperity of nations are protected by laws and the market. They 

propose to abandon, as much as possible, the psychological principle of the maximization of 

utility and replace it, as much as possible, with sustainability of resources and goods in order to, 

as much as possible, minimize the degradation of the environment. Repair, reuse, recycle have 

become their motto. 

The problem with the rationality of sustainability is that, similar to critical rationalism it is not 

open to quantitative examination. In addition to that, it does not offer any procedures for 

correcting mistakes as in the case of critical rationalism. Thus, mistakes may grow until 

regulators are called in. However, the rationality of sustainability is instrumental in pointing at 

problems that may   themselves be helpful for changing priorities. 

Nevertheless, influential decision makers of developing countries suggest that rationality of 

sustainability may be suitable to modern industrial developed countries but does not suit the short 
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term interest of countries which jumped lately on the bandwagon of globalization. To survive, 

progress, and close the gap of development, they say, developing countries,  have to aim beyond 

sustainability to maximization or optimization of profits and resources.  

 

5. Bounded Rationality approach for Multi Utility Measurement  

As mentioned earlier, from the classical economic perspective, rational decision making is based 

on three rationality assumptions.  All three assumptions fit well with the assumptions of 

modernism in particular the assumption that logical mechanisms are considered to be completely 

differentiated from wishes and beliefs during decision making .  

This assumption, (Savage 1954) may be considered to be the most fragile one: This assumption 

may be summed up as the ability to derive the expected utility of a decision situation by the 

examination of all the possible alternatives. The classical rationalists‟ “optimizing approach” of 

preferring the best outcomes (or utility) in a given decision situation, is based on the possibility to 

evaluate the maximal utility that decision makers will gain from any given decision situation. 

This is doubtful given that decision situations are complicated and decision outcomes cannot be 

assessed unambiguously.   

In particular, the selection of an optimal alternative is problematic since the “optimizing 

approach” itself is problematic in a simple one dimensional decision objective environment in 

general: It is almost a non-achievable goal in a global multi objectives decision environment 

where we should combine uncorrelated objectives (e.g.: political considerations, environmental 

aspects, economic issues etc.), as we show later. The problems that aroused within this hard core 

classical rationalist approach led some researchers to look for alternative solutions.    

Simon (1960) regards the decision model as a three-stage model (identification of a decision 

situation, foundation and evaluation of possible solutions, and selection of an alternative). As 

such he acknowledges that the assumption of an infinite processing power during a decision 

making process is too generous to be true.  In practice, decision makers should set an expectation 

level, which he termed „bounded rationality‟, that is suitable for them as a result of the decision 

situation. Simon then terms the human decision-making process, which is affected by bounded 

rationality as “satisficing”, and decision-makers in accordance as a “satisficer” (aims to be 

satisfied with their  decision). This is in contrast to the perception of the decision-maker under 

rational behavior assumptions in “classical” utility theory where he is considered an “optimizer” 
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(aims to achieve the best out of his or her decision) and not a satisficer who aims to achieve a 

satisfactory solution that is not necessarily an optimal one.  

Over the years significant research was conducted to explore different aspects of “bounded 

rationality”. For example, Rubinstein (1998) describes comprehensively various phenomena of 

bounded rationality: Differences in evaluation of expected outcomes by experts, in a given 

decision situation; the influence of hidden advertising and propaganda on the decision making 

process; the influence of rules, contracts, and regulations which affects the possible alternatives 

of outcomes of decision making. Here we examine one aspect of bounded rationality, the 

inability to weigh and to quantify different aspects of utility within a one dimensional utility 

function.   

These phenomena bring us to re-examine the different aspects of the utility function more 

cautiously. In the classical rationalist approach, the common hypothesis is that every aspect can 

be weighted and calculated by using a utility function. This hypothesis is based on the doubtful 

third assumption of rational behavior where the logical mechanisms of decision makers enable 

them to choose the optimal solution. This leads to the conclusion that various aspects of welfare 

can be calculated just like risk or profit. However, welfare is not given to empirical examination 

like risk. (The value of clean air or of free medical services to society) Therefore, some 

researchers suggest that a multi utility
2
 approach should be adopted.  

The basic assumption behind the various multi utility approach models is that there is a 

mechanism which enables to some extent, to examine different dimensions of utility (For 

example: profit, social equality, clean environment, and healthcare) and to establish a rank order 

between them. A rank order of the dimensions, however, gives only a partial answer to the 

problem of calculating aspects (parameters) that are not given to empirical examination since 

there are yet no established standards according to which we can rank the various aspects 

(parameters). 

For example, let's suppose that a firm, a global worldwide consulting services firm, wants to 

decide which investment channels it will choose in order to gain maximal profit. In the last 

financial crisis we saw that ignoring the factor of risk was fatal. Therefore, such a global 

consulting firm should differentiate between the percentage of profit made and the level of risk 

                                                 
2
 There are some models that describe Multi objective utility (Keeney, 1992; Keeney and Raiffa, 1993). Those models analyze and demonstrate 

weight functions and ranking order between Utilities in a multi objectives environment. Ronen and Spector (1995) introduced a methodology that 
can calculate between two aspects of utility. Ahituv and Wand (1984) demonstrated another aspect of bounded rationality by using calculation of 

expected utility subject to an accepted level of risk. 
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taken (the level of investment in risky channels). However, as we learned from the last crisis, risk 

and profit cannot be weighted together. Hence, the measurement of utility in one dimensional 

function becomes irrelevant. At least a two or more dimensional function is necessary.  

In addition to that, a crisis may be a signal, a warning to other potential catastrophes that may 

occur unless new approaches are explored and experimented with, as soon as possible. For 

example, in the forthcoming years, the ecological awareness can contribute to eliminate 

investment in the non-environmental-friendly industries. Since, it could be risky for investors.  

However, if we calculate economic aspects together with social and environmental aspects in a 

one dimensional utility function, in the short term the so called economic consideration proper 

may affect the utility function incorrectly.   

Following that, we propose to stick with bounded rationality methods within a multi dimensional 

utility function. To accept that we can not implement the third assumption of rationality - that 

decision makers have an unlimited logical processing power which enables them to rank every 

decision alternative- is the first step for a more comprehensive solution. We suggest adopting the 

method of satisficing when handling multi utility scenarios as is the case in the era of 

globalization where there are multiple parameters or aspects, that have to be considered 

simultaneously (global problems, local problems, the environment, social unrest etc…).  

The method we suggest contains 5 steps. First, we assume that utility can't be optimized in multi-

utility environment.  Second, we identify the relevant utility aspects (e.g.: Profit, Risk level, 

Clean air, Social welfare) in its own units and scale every utility aspect. Third, we set our 

satisfaction level for each aspect (In wide range issues like the environmental one, possible scales 

and satisfaction levels should be set by international, regional, or national institutes that will set 

global standards and regulations).  Fourth, we measure each aspect of possible alternatives. Fifth, 

we check which alternatives achieve the requested satisfaction level for each utility aspect as 

much as possible. The process is shown by using figure 1.     
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Figure 1 - multi utility decision making process 

Of course, the problem of selecting a specific satisficing solution from the possible solutions set 

that fulfills the satisfaction level remains unsolved. This issue needs further investigation. 

Meanwhile, however, we may use either bounded rationality methods or critical rationalist 

methods or both to select an alternative: For example we may choose the first feasible alternative 

that we identified that fulfils all satisfaction level requirements or we may choose by recourse to 

further public critical discussion and evaluation. 

Let's give an example: suppose, we should build a chemical manufactory in a quite populated 

area: We can discuss various utility aspects that will be considered in the finding the place to 

build it, such as: the distance from populated area, the cost of shipping raw materials, the cost of 

the ground-area, political issues, sociological issues, and public opinion. It should be noted that a 

one utility function cannot be calculated, since the dimension of utility can not be weighted 

together. However, we can set scale standards and then decide about the feasible satisfaction 

level as much as possible.  

Another example is that of a pension fund, that takes in account two objectives: a marginal 

expected profit, the level of risk of investment alternatives. This pension fund should set a 

satisfaction level for each of those two objectives. It is possible that the standard of level of risk 

will be set by a national authority (a regulator) or a public committee, in order to secure an 

accepted level of risk. 

From the aforementioned discussion we think that the multi objective approach is more complex 

and thus can contribute to a better understanding of real world. The natural desire to describe 

utility issues with a flat function may lead us to miss-judging of complex decision situations. 

From the last crises we have learned that ignoring certain aspects could be fatal.  
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6. Summary and Conclusions 

Rationality is a complex issue indeed. Classical rationalism brings with it crises for which it 

offers no remedy. Critical rationalism as well gives no remedy but only procedures for decision 

making and choosing among alternatives. Rationality of sustainability offers neither a remedy nor 

procedures for decision making. It only points to further threatening crisis that may be on the 

way. Bounded rationality points to problems with classical rationality and offers an alternative in 

the form of multi level utility either. The problem with bounded rationality is that it still lacks 

mechanisms of comparison between alternatives.  

Nevertheless we find that the different aspects that concern politicians, economists, sociologists 

and philosophers may be assessed within a multi level utility environment. As a result, political 

economics which was the subject matter of eighteenth century thinkers such as Adam Smith, 

David Ricardo or Leon Walras may be revived.  

The problems associated with the ability of modeling comprehensively any aspect of rationality 

by using the available current mechanism (single utility approach) led us to look for a new 

approach. Such a new possible approach is the sustainability rationality. Its major limitation is 

lack of quantitative models. The bounded rationality approach, on the other hand, supplies those 

models, although it does not pretend to deal with specific issues. Here we combine the trend of 

sustainability with a major tool-kit of bounded rationality: "satisfaction". By adapting this method 

to the multi objective environment we may strike a balance among conflicting objectives such as 

profit, welfare, and ecology in such a way that every aspect achieves a satisfaction level and not 

be weighted together. This is the multi dimensional utility function which we presented.    

However, it should be noted that the mechanism of selecting an alternative remains problematic. 

Further discussion and research is required to try to answer the question “what is the procedure to 

choose between feasible alternatives in the multi objective world”. Perhaps integrating critical 

rationalist methods together with the bounded rationality approach may be  a possible direction. 
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